Kuja Dosham (Mars)
Its causes and effects on situations in life

It is extremely difficult to get married when the planet Kuja (Mars) is in the ascendant/lagna-center point of the zodiac horoscope. With God’s grace and/or through a past life merit, even if they do get married, they will live separately under the same roof even though they will live constantly as enemies throughout their lives. As a result of this, people in their family, as well as people outside will view all this as entertainment, and they become the laughingstock for other people while undergoing a lot of sorrow due to disharmony.

If Kujagraha, Mars is in the second place from the ascendent/lagna, then they will suffer many extreme losses and destruction which cannot be described and which should not happen in their family. They will have losses in money, reputation and their lives, all because of the defective position of Mars - kuja dosham. If women or children are kidnapped, then it would mean that they have kuja dosham in their chart. Research into many charts has proven that this is true, and the Vedas never make mistakes.

For all those people who have Kuja in the second place, it is already decided
How will their education be? They may not be well educated.
Family: Too much commotion in the family
People will not value your word and will not care for your worth and will be indifferent to you.
Wealth: No matter how much you try in your job or business you won’t progress enough, and you will not succeed as per your efforts and you will not have a name in society.
For some people who have Kuja in the second place, marriage may be delayed or may not happen at all even after a lot of effort. Sometimes they may be prepared with all agenda and the couple may even be on the verge of getting married, but it will be averted in few minutes due to some small misunderstandings. This will cause a lot of sorrow for everybody.

Sometimes they may get married due to a strong favorable planetary position or due to a past merit, but they will not have any children. Even if they manage to have children as a result of many efforts and pujas, vratas, and homas, they will face many problems. They may not be able to educate them or provide them with good opportunities or even get them married. Their lives will become arduous with having to deal with many problems.
The remedy for this problem would be to worship Sri Lakshmi during the days of Deepavali which are extremely dear to her. On these 3 days refrain from consuming alcohol and fast one meal in the night. Worship Sri Dhana Lakshmi Devi and perform homa between 6 - 9 PM to attain Sri Dhana Lakshmi Devi’s grace.
Lighting the lamps - Attain Sri Lakshmi’s loving Grace

Sri Lakshmi Kataaksha Yogam

Loving grace of Sri Lakshmi will be accomplished by lighting the lamps (*) during these three days of Deepavali. Lighting one lamp removes the karmic effects of one birth.

First Day (Nov. 12, 2020): Make one thick wick with 108 wicks combined and put it one deepam, lamp. Pour “vippa” oil and light it. That is, light one wick made with 108 wicks rolled into one wick thus offering one wick of the 108 in each devotee's name.

Second Day (Nov. 13, 2020): In a similar fashion light 216 wicks in a deepam with “vippa oil” (this oil looks like slightly solidified ghee). The merit gained from lighting this wick dipped in vippa oil is indescribable.

Third Day (Nov. 14, 2020): In a similar fashion light 324 wicks in a deepam with “vippa oil” (this oil looks like slightly solidified ghee). This should not be lighted in a regular house. These can be lighted only in Shakti pithas or the temple of Siva. These are the only two places that have the capacity to bear the power of these lamps.

Sri Lakshmi bestows one with wealth, when one lights lamps on these three days, with the grace of Ashtalakshmi on dhana teras also known as Dhana Trayodasi, Dhan Chaturdashi and Deepavali. One’s karma is destroyed and then one can attain Sri Dhana Lakshmi yogam. There will be a continuous flow of money in their lives and commotion will decrease and they will be happy.

Many people drink alcohol and consume drugs in their bedrooms. When they do so, they lose their wealth, reputation and business and their life span is reduced. They will be struck by eight kinds of poverty. They will not realize how they lost all that they had which would have melted like snow. A remedy has been prescribed for such situations in the Shastras.

If you would like to get back your happy lifestyle as before, worship and do pujas to Sri Krishna and Sri Maha Lakshmi Devi and do yajna to Sri Lakshmi in the evening. Use only vippa oil for your lamps. Whoever does so by lighting these lamps every day for 365 days will destroy their defects mentioned above and will gain Sri Lakshmi’s divine grace.

(*) The Sri Lakshmi Kataaksha Yogam lamps will be lit at Manidweepa Samasthanam on your behalf with sankalpa recitation by our Vedic priests. See sponsorship details.

Always in your service,
Manidweepa Mahasamasthanam International Headquarters, ‘Sri Puram’ Penchalakona, Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh – 524414, India
Removal of Kuja Dosham and attaining Dhana Yogam

How does it feel to be suffering the ill effects of Kuja Dosham?

- Kuja means mangala graham or planet Mars. The presiding deity for this planet is Sri Subrahmanyeswara Swami.
- This year we have 3 Kala Sarpa doshas again in 2020. So how does the dosha of kuja graha affect us during this kala sarpa time?

When there is kuja dosha, we see the following atmosphere in a home

- As newlyweds, are you experiencing strong enmity between each other and is your life hellish?
- Does it feel like divorce is inevitable?
- Do you feel that your husband doesn’t love and respect you enough and is angry?
- Sometimes, men and women feel that they are not getting married in time? Are they anxious and distressed?
- Is the husband getting drunk and harassing his innocent wife?
- Is your wife being indifferent to you and overspending and roaming outside by neglecting you?
- Are you both disrespectful to each other?
- Do you have children who got married without your involvement? If they got married by themselves then it means they have Shani dosham. Having got married, are they having misunderstandings and anxieties of not having enough money or peace of mind?
- Are you suffering in anxiety about your children who have separated from you?
- Are your children, who are college going students who are in your house not valuing your words, neglecting you and disrespecting you?
- Is the father of the house neglecting his responsibilities due to his incapability and leaving everything for his wife to run the house? Is the lady of the house overwhelmed with coping with all this all by herself?
- Are your partners in business who were once your best friends now turned into your arch enemies, and causing bitter fights between both of you?
- If wherever you go, whether it is to the office or in your house, are you seeing a lack of peace? If so, that is because of kuja dosham.
- Are you not able to mingle with anybody? Are you not able to speak pleasingly and impressively with others? Is your anger extremely excessive and toxic?
- Do you cry sometimes or even every day?
● Despite your earning a lot of money are you still anxious as to what can happen in the future?
● Is your husband raising his voice unnecessarily to control and dominate others? Is he not respectful? Are you always crying? Do you have the freedom to talk in your own house?
● Are you unemployed and struggling for money with no help from anybody?
● Are you unable to adjust to your job situation and constantly changing your jobs? Are you restless with no stability and lacking in peace?
● Have you been cheated in business?

If you are a meditator you can respond to all the above problems by not feeling intensely sorrowful and you can be very balanced.
If you don’t meditate, you can at least do some pujas and find courage to face these problems.

In this way kuja dosham can bring about thousands of mental and physical problems and create chaos in your life.

**What is the meaning of Kuja Dosham?**

Dosha means an unfavorable effect of a planet that can cause problems to an individual. In Vedic astrology, placement of planet Mars in an inauspicious manner in a natal chart results in this condition. When planet Mars is placed in the 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th or 12th houses from the ascendant or Moon or Venus, then it is called **Kuja Dosha**

**What ascendants of the sun does Kuja, not affect?**

There are two zodiacs which never experience the effects of Kuja Dosha. Wherever Kuja graha maybe placed in any of the twelve quadrants of the zodiacal chart, it will not have any negative impact on the zodiacs of Karkaataka, Cancer and Simha, Leo.
To remove the effects of Kuja graha, what would be the remedies to perform for each raasi?

Sri Subramanyeswara Swami is the presiding deity for the planet Mars. He is worshipped for all problems related to Mars, especially Mangala dosha or Kuja dosha. He is worshipped in the form of a serpent as in the following examples.

- He is in the form of a serpent as a mattress for Sri Vishnu
- As an ornament for Sri Eshwara - The species of snakes sought refuge from Sri Shiva and that is why Sri Shiva gave them a place on his body as ornaments and blessed them.
- As the sacred yajnopaviitam, sacred thread around Ganesha
- As a pet for Kumara Swami
- As decorative ornaments for Maanasaa Devi
- As ornaments of snakes for Naga Bhushani

This is how the species of snakes got their fame.

Ganas - There are a total of 7 Ganas (or groups)
1. Deva ganas
2. Rakshasa Gana
3. Pitr Gana
4. Yaksha Gana
5. Gandharva Ganam
6. Naga Gana
7. Manusha Gana: In this group of Ganas there is a friendly bond between the group of snakes and human beings.

There are not one but 12 different kinds of kaala sarpa doshas. Sri Parvati Devi questioned about the kaala sarpa dosha and the excellence of the serpent species. Sri Mahadeva answered, “The chakras in the human body are embedded in a peculiar manner. The way the Kundalini rises speedily beyond each chakra all the way upto the Saharara is like that of a movement of a 1000 headed serpent, Parvati!” Thus, he described the movement of the Kundalini. Sri Subramanya did tremendously intense tapas and obtained atma jnana, knowledge of the Self. He is a Brahma jnani whose intellect blossomed completely. That is why Sri Kumara Swami is worshipped in the form of a snake and this traditional practice has been going on for thousands of years in Bharat. That is why devotees serve and worship Sri Subramanya Swami in the form of a serpent.
What are the recommended remedies to remove the material difficulties due to Kuja dosha?

In this world everyone depends on money for their existence and wants money the most in life. So what should one do for that?

Deepavali is celebrated for 3 days. Sri Maha Lakshmi Devi descended to Earth and was pleased with her devotees and glances on them with a very compassionate and motherly heart.

When one desires dhana yogam, and performs Sri Dhana Lakshmi homa along with special maha yoga mantra chanting at dusk, Sri Devi is propitiated and blesses one with special dhana yoga.

If one wants to fulfill their desires the best time to worship Sri Mahalakshmi is on these three days of Deepavali. One should fast one meal and take a vegetarian diet and chant Sri Suktam once in the morning and then again in the evening for getting her blessings for the flow of money. One should perform the special dhanalakshmi homam in the evening when Sri Laksmi enters. Mother Sri Lakshmi gets quickly and extremely pleased by the service of the homa.
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